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abstract: A national strategy for the road haulage industry in Malaysia is crucial to ensure

that domestic need for efEcient freight movement are met and the local haulage operators
are globally competitive with other foreign operators once the new services regime is

introduced. This paper shall provide a thorough description and analysis of the current and

future scenario of the road haulage industry in Malaysia; present major initiatives and

programs required to achieve the desired goals. In the background is Malaysia's economic
growth and the changing trends in local cargo movement, whilst the looming GATS, WTO
and AFTA services liberalisation will provide the global outlook.

1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Transportation in Malaysia is characterised by a high degree of government regulation,
much so the road freight haulage industry. The complex structure of transport regulation
which confronts shippers and carriers alike involves both the safety and economic aspect

of carrier operations. The extensive regulation has been a function of the importance of
transportation in furthering economic development and providing mobility for national
security.

With the projected rapid economic development, the transportation industry is poised to be

one of the fastest growing intermediate service sectors in Malaysia. The fact that it is

becoming an increasingly critical intermediate input for economic growth and ranks second

only to the financial service sector in terms of importance to the operations of goods
producers and service firms is mainly due to it behg the only mode of transport that
provides door to door service. This growing importance is evident from the incraesing
government investment towards providing and upgrading the transportation infrastructure.
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1.2 Purpose of this Paper

As noted above, in recent years considerable attraction has been given to the road freight
haulage industry. However, little attention has been devoted to analysis of the

competitiveness of our operators, which has become more urgent with the impending era

of open-market. It is hoped that this study will provide a timely and useful analysis for
future policy making considertaion. The study mission reads:

'to formulate a national strateg tor the road freight haulage industry to meet domestic
need and achieve global competitiveness. The sffategt shall defi.ne the structure, major
inilittives and programs required to achicve the desired goals.

The paper undertake to do the following :

. to analyse the nation's competitiveness in road freight haulage,

. to formulate and recommend a road freight haulage policy and strategy for the

development of the industry, and,
. to prospect for oppornrnities in business and technology.

1.3 Study Scope and Limitation

The analysis of the conventional road freight haulage industry excludes the container
hauliers. Though all modes of transportation is included, primary emphasis is given to road
freight haulage indusry.

Methodolog and Data Soarces

This paper relied heavily upon the use of secondary data and personal interviews. The
recommendations in this report are based on extensive consultation program and wide
research. The consultations involved a wide range of people from the road freight haulage

industry, government agencies, academh, consultants and foreign investors. Particular
attention has been given to the views and needs of the existing players .

These consultations have followed a variety of formats, including formal discusions among
stakeholder groups to exchange views and to provide collective guidance to the writer.
The main discussion was held on Nov l'7, 1996 with the theme titled 'Building

Competitiveness for the Road Freight Haulage Industry' which was attended by the

steering committee
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2.0 THE MALAYSIAN ROAD FREIGHT TIAULAGE INDUSTRY

2.1 Industry Scenario

Transport is significant in economic terms, both as an industry in its own right and as a

facilitator of economic activities.

Two traditional statistical measures of the importance of transport are the transport

sector's contribution to Gross Domestic Product (GDP) and to employment. (Figure l)
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Fieure l: Transport sector contribution to GDP and employment 1995

On this basis, the transport sector accounted for 7.4 per cent of GDP (RMl5.8 billion),
freight transport alone accounting for 4.6 per cent. Road made by far the largest
contribution to freight transpog followed by rail, sea and air.

The contribution of the four transport industries to employment follow a broadly similar
pattern to their contribution to GDP.

For government and industry to move from thinking in sectors to thinking broadly and

with a national focus, we need to understand the present overall transport task.

Three snapshots of the importance of the transport modes in the total domestic freight task
are provided in Figure 2. The first comparison is on the basis of weight alone (tonnes), the
second combines the weight and the length of haul (tonne-kilometres); and the third, value,
in terms of payments for the freight usk.
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Fisure 2: Weieht shares of transport market

2.2 Factors affecting modal share of cargo

The market shares of each mode are affected by the ability of transport operators to turn

the individual characteristics of each mode into competitive advantages, the requirements

of users, the regulatory irrrangements applyrng to each mode, changes in the transport

task, and competition between modes.

To a signifrcant extent, each mode has advantages, relative to other 
-modes, 

in meeting

particular transport requirements. These depend on weight, size and value of cargo, length

of naul origin and dJstination of the product, and other requirements, such as time

sensitivity. Users choose modes and combination of modes which accord with their needs

in transporting products and serving their markets in the most effective way.

2.3 Factor affecting future demand for transport

The TasKorce has taken as its focus a twenty year planning horizon. While there will be

some uncertainty about the detail of what will happen over such a period, it is not so long

as to make predictions totally speculative. There are two complementary strategies to deal

with this sort of uncertainty to make strategic decisions based on the best available

information on likely demand trends and system deficiencies. This includes the use of

computer modelling and sensitivity analysis to ensure that whatever decisions are made'

theri is sufftcient flexibility in the transport system to react positively to emerging user

requirement.

A transport system where each mode can compete on its merits, in accordance with its

individual service characteristics, is the best way to ensure viable modal alternatives are

available.
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Likely demand trends

The transport task can be expected to continue to grow strongly over the next twenty
years, driven by growth in population, in the domestic economy, in international trade and

developments in logistics. The underlying were thet population would increase by around

two per cent annually, with economic growth increasing by around six per cent.

In the past there has been a reasonably close relationship between economic growth and

the growth in demand for transport. There is no re:tson to believe this will not continue for
the next two decades.

Changes in the distribution of population and industry in Malaysia are a.lready becoming
evident with higher than average growth in the central areas. The taskforce found that such

regional variations are likely to significantly intensify pressures on some links in the
infrastructure.

The impact of changing intemational trading pattems in international economic conditions
also needs to be taken into account. In general, the taskforce look at the view that exports
would grow in line with world GDP, while imports would grow at a somewhat slower
rate, based in part on the government inflation policy.

A number of parties have suggested to the TasKorce there are prospects in the future for
expansion of 'landbridging ' of international cargo through ports such as Port Klang and
Penang.

A number of factors inlluence the viability of landbridging, including the comparative land
and sea linehaul transport costs and the marginal costs of ports visits. The taskfoce
suggests the primary determinant of any change would be changes to Malaysia's trading
relations with the other Asian countries.

A key issue in planning is the relative role of the mode in the future. As been the case in
the past twenty years, road transport is expected to grow at a significantly faster rate than
other modes. The Taskforce considers that air freight is likely to remain a niche market.
Rail and sea already have a significant role in handling long distance freight in Australia
reflecting that propotion of the freight task for which they are best suited in term of
technical and service delivery.

Based on the views of transport operators and users, the Tasldorce considers that the
prospect for substantial change in market shares of the modes is limited. Each mode has
particular advantages and disadvantages and these impose significant limitations on the
extent of substitution between modes. The scope for rail to increase its overal market
share of intercapital trafEc will depend heavily on its ability to achive higher service
quality, particularly reliability.
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2.6 Environmtint, safety and urban congestion

The Taskforce believes that concerns about the environment, safety and urban congestion

will increasingly influence decisions on how the freight task is handled over the next to

decades.

The operation of freight transport impacts on the environment and thus can impose costs

on the community in a number of ways. These include:

. noise pollution
o exhaust emissions - both noxious gases and particulates

. greenhouse gas emissions

Noise pollution is already a pressing issue for some sections of the urbur community and

some sectors of transport. There are already restrictions on road freight operations,

particularly in urban areas.

The problem of exhaust emissions is also already apparent, with smog warning systems

now implemented in a number of capital cities. Motor vehicles, principally cars but also

trucks, are a major source of air pollution in urban areas. Continuing attention will

therefore need to be given to progressively more stringent vehicle design standards and to

other measures such as improved traffic management arrangements.

Commonwealth and state govemment as are committed to puisuing abatement of
greenhouse gas emissions, especially carbon dioxide.This involves consideration of a

variety of possible measures in transport and other sectors of the economy, possibly

including the introduction of a carbon tax.

The rate of carbon dioxide emission per tonne - kilometre of freight is relatively low for

sea and rail, higher for road transport, and highest for air freight. However, there is no

alternative to road transport for moving urban freight and the scope for reducing

greenhouse emissions by sffiing interstate freight from road to other modes is limited. The

taskforce estimated that if rail captured the entire growth in the intercity freight task over

the next twenty years, Malaysia's greenhouse emissions would be reduced by less than 0.2

per cent.

Since the costs of these emissions fall largely on parties other than transport operators,

there will be a need to ensure that the relevent costs taken into account in the future in

evaluations of transport infrastructure proposals and, if practical, reflected in relevent

charging regimes.

Safety issues are of special concern in road transport. ln 1992 about twenty per cent of
fatal road crashes involved articulated vehicle; the actual number of such accidents having

almost doubled since 1988. Cox (1994) has suggested that constructing urban free ways to

replace stop - start urban arterials results in 50 to 70 ?o fewet accidents. Improvements to

intercity highways envisaged primarily to improve capacity are likely to have favourable

spin - off effects fo safety. In addition, continuing attention will need to be focused on the

other elements affecting road safety, such as driver behaviour.
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3.0 STRATEGIC ANALYSIS OF THE NATIONAL ROAD FREIGHT
HAULAGE INDUSTRY

3.1 Outline

In this chapter the writer looks at the competitiveness of Malaysia road freight haulage
activities by using Porter's Competitive Analysis Model.

3.2 Malaysia'sCompetitiveAnalysis

In certain context, Malaysia's own road freight haulage industry has not reached the stage
of national competitive development even of its close ASEAN partners such as Thailand
and Singapore. In order for Malaysia to re-address this scenario, it must be able to identi$
the important long-term issues faced by the major players and government to create or
upgrade its competitive advantage in the industry.

3.3 Determinants Of National Competitive Advantage

using Michael E. Porter's 'Dynamic Diamond', the SWor analysis is carried our by
examining attributes of the road freight haulage industry in Malaysia.

The four determinants which are referred as the four corner diamonds are necessary for
achieving and sustaining competitive succe.ss in the knowledge-intensive industry that form
the backbone of advanced economies. These attributes are :-

3.3.1 Factorconditions

The nation's position on factors of production such as skilled labour and infrastructure
facilitation, necessary to compete in a given industry. Malaysia possess a generally highly
skilled labour but it faces severe shortage ofdrivers.

3.3.2 Demand Conditions

The nature of home demand for industry's product or services offered. Demand conditions
is expected to grow at the average of l07o in relation to the forecasted GDP growth of 7?o
per annum until 2020.

3.3.3 Related and Supporting Indusfies

The presence or absence in the nation supplier industries and related industries that are
internationally competitive. Logistics activities is still under-developed due to the
fragmented nature of the industry. The manufacturing and after-sales construction and use
activities are still foreign-dependent and foreign-oriented which reduce the competitiveness
and efficiency of local players.

2t3
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3.3.4 Firm strategy, structure and rivalry

The conditions in the nation governing how companies are created, organised, managed

and narure of domestic Avary numipuiera (indigenous ) companies were given priority in

road haulage as part of tireir economic participation which sometimes resulted in

disequilibrium in the market and force the public bodies to introduce policy which were

ambiguous and self-defeating. Also, there are too many sole proprietorship operators and

smatt-size companies which are lacking in almoEt all departments and provide a very low

Ievel of service; they also create problems for regulatory bodies and contribute to

congestion, accidents and poor image of the industry'

The determinants, both individually and as a system, create the context in which a nations

firm are born and compete through the availability of resources and skills necessary for

competitive advantage in a industry.

3.4 Findings
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3.5 Findings

The SWOT analysis of the road haulage can be summarised as follows:

3.5.1 Strength

The strength of the Malaysian road freight haulage industry is first and foremost
the commitment shown by the Government especially through the prime Minister's
vocal and exemplary efforts. The Government's seriousness in developing the
industry can be seen through its setting up of this taskforce and also the various
dialogues between public and private sectors.

But these efforts will not be successful if Malaysia does not possess the talented
human resource which could absorb and implement the various initiatives.
Malaysia's tremendous economic growth has enabled it to embark on large-scale
infrastructure development which now covers basically the whole nation.

Its strategic geographic location in the centre of the most thriving region in the
world has not fail to add value of the country in terms of market coverage.

3.5.2 Weaknesses

Of course we have to admit that Malaysia is still lacking behind its counterparts in
this region especially in terms of having large operators and high quality service.
Its population of about 20 million is small and therefore could not wholly support
the growth of giant road haulage operators. Its deficiency also includes in the areas
of research and development; a problem common to other industries as well.
Malaysia also do not possess a road research laboratory which could provide for
product/ffiastructure development which will uplift the development of the
industry and provide a competitive advantage.

3.5.3 Opportunities

Malaysia has the potential to be the regional centre for transportation. The
development of KLIA Sepang which will handled about 2 million ronnes of freight
per yeiu once it is open in 1988 and also the additional port capaciry at west port
in Port Klang will provide an impetus to Malaysii's vision of becoming the
gateway for freight from/to the south East-Asia region. Excellenr highway
infrastructure and soon-to-be privatised KTMB (the corporatised state-owned
railway) will guarantee a smootl movement of freight overland.

3.5.4 Threats

In our eagerness to expand our road haulage industry, we have allowed the
creation of too many players which have resulted in dilution of resources. Malaysia
should upgrade its regulation and regulatory agencies so that they can in the future
be able to compete wittr foreign operators who wish to operate in Malaysia.

zt5
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4.0 R.ECOMMENDATION

Followurg the SWOT analysis of the road freight haulage industry in Malaysia, this chapter

will include recommendations which will:

. overcome the weaknesses prevalent among the determinants in the nation's

diamond; and,

. identrfy prograflrmes which will form the basis of Malaysian road freight haulage

industry planning.

4.1 Recommendation 1: Framework

The Government of Malaysia (GOM) to establish a framework for national strategic road

freight haulage planning in Malaysia.

There is a requirement for coordinated strategic industry planning which adopts the

national vision as its mainthrust, and approaches the road freight haulage development task

on a consolidated basis. This will provide a nationally consistent framework for identifying

and evaluating key initiatives to be developed. Assured funding sources are essential for

the long term development of our industry.

During the consultations a number of individuals commented on the lack of a common

vision for Malaysia's national transport objectives, and how future ffiastructure needs

should be met.

What is lacking is a national transport plan with a vision for the future and a recognition

that planning should be on a system wide basis.

Tan Sri Aziz Abdul Rahman

An integrated and cooperative approach should be implemented which include decision-

making in determining the national financial management. While there are broad national

directions expressed in the legislation, project selection for funding still primarily rests with

individual state agencies and ministries. As a result individual investment decisions are not

necessarily considered on a multimodal strategic basis.

4.2 Recommendation 2 : The National Ttucking Structure (NATIS)

Under this recommendation, it is recommended that:

o the Govemment to promote consolidation among existing operators

. to establish an'on-line counter service'to expedite licensing applications

. to identify cluster of anchor haulage players to lead Malaysia into the regional

arena.

4.2.1 Consolidation of Existing Operators

The consolidation among operators is desirable to not only create large operators which

will benefit from economies of scale but also advantageous in terms of monitoring and
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controlling by the various government agencies. There should be a minimum paid-up
capital requirements for companies to venture into this industry but preferably entry/exit
regulation should be minimised to encourage more enterprising companies or individuals
to provide new challenges and fresh ideas to the industry.

4.2.2 On-Line Counter Service

The various agencies involved in the process of approving licences should amalgate and
create a common counter service which would reduce the time taken for getting a licence
and reduce duplication and complication for operators. The counter should be able to
receive application and monitor its movement through the various activities.

4.2.3 Consolidation

Consolidation should not be enforced but rather be introduced as a preferred alternative
for increasing the competitiveness of the players. As capital investment becomes more
demanding, only the biggest operator could afford to invest in new vehicles, equipment,
human resources and technology.

4.3 Recommendation 3: Malaysian Transport Research Laboratory (MTRL)

The establishment of the MTRL is to improve productivity, competitiveness, safety and
reliability of Malaysia's surface transportation sector. Its activities include the conduct of
research on weight and dimensions of vehicles.

4.4 Recommendation 4: National Trucking Training programme

Driving Tests and Driver Training should be upgraded to ensure the highest proficiency for
those who wish to participate in the road haulage industry. The Road rransport
Department (JPI) should introduce a new curriculum for commercial vehicle drivers which
will include vehicle maintenance and defensive driving. This will produce a complete driver
which will benefit the operators and other parties, and create a positive image for this
profession.

AIso, it is recommended that the Government should introduce a National Vocational
Qualifications for the operators. This will target the management of the road haulage
companies where good management practices and social obligations are introduced and
emphasised so that profit maximisation will not be the ONLY objective of their existence.

4.5 Recommendation 5: National Regutatory Reform programme

Bumiputera participation in trucking should be result-driven rather than process-driven.
Bumiputera companies which fulfilled the licensing criteria to the fullest should be given
priority in those market which they have the chances to succeed and not merely as a
meeting-the-quota exercise.

2t7
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And, the regulatory refonn should prepare Malaysia's firms to venture into transborder

activities. One of the changes that could be introduced in Malaysia is 'self-regulation'' The

Iarge fleet operator *[o possesses hig6y-trained mechanics and an approved

*#fsnoplaepot could 
"o.ry 

oot their own vehicle inspection to reduce time and resource

wastage wf,en they send iniheir vehicle for the 6-months check. Under the self-regulatory

.on""f,t, the enforcement agency will monitor the performance of the company from afar

but will take stern actions if these privileges are abused'

4.6 Recommendation 6: National Intermodal Programme

The will include the report on the extent and adequacy of coordination integration and

competition between thl transport modes to meet the future transport task and ways of

promoting economically efficient competition between the mode'

This chapter presents the views on the operation of the transport system, particulafly

competition and coordination between transport modes. The Taskforce received many

comments on this matters during its consultation. There was almost universal agreement

that while good infrastructure was important, the effective use of that infrastructure is

equally, if not more, imPortant.

There are five broad areas that need to be addressed to ensure the nation can get best

value of its infrastructure resources and have an effective, reliable transport system. They

are:

. encouraging greater competition within and between the transport modes

. ensuring that Eansport infrastructure is appropriately priced

r reforming regulation to ensure greater national consistency or mutual recognition

of regulations, standards and operating practices

o harnessing information technology to its fullest extent

o ensuring efficient interactions between the transport modes'

The vital role of users is also raised, together with the need to lock in continuing reform.

It is believed that a vital means of achieving an efftcient transport system is to develop and

sustain the highest practicable levels of competition both within and between transport

modes.The nature of the Malaysian freight task presents a number of challenges to

maximising competition. There are relatively small volume of freight, and uneven freight

flows. Quite simply,there may often not be enough freight available to support one

operator on normal commercial criteria, let alone several competing operators'

In the past this has led governments to erect artifrcial barriers in an attempt to maintain

,o*" ir"n port servicei beyond levels which were commercially sustainable. The

resrrictions which the Taskforce found still existing in some states, requiring certain

commodities to be carried by rail, are a case in point.
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4.7 Recommendation 7: National Transport Infrastructure Prograrnme

There is a requirement for coordinated strategic infrastructure planning, which adopts the

national network, and approaches the transport task on a multimodal corridor basis. This

will provide a nationally consistent framework for assessing infrastructure needs. Assured

funding sources are essential for long term planning. Rather than being bound by formula-
driven funds allocation systems and historical precedents, more flexible funding

mechanisms should be negotiated so funds can be channelled into corridors and modes of
highest priority.

A major theme that emerged from consultations with users was the inadequacy of freight
linkages in urban areas.

Key elements of the proposed National Transport lnfrastructure Network will be the

connections between the super highways such as the North-South highway and major
freight generating areas, such as major industrial sites, ports, rail and intermodal terminals
in major urban areas. Greater recognition of the importance of efficient freight movement
in urban planning is a priority, along with passengers transport demands, congestion and

the environment.

4.8 Recommendation E: The Transportation Hub Programme

With the development of so many super-infrastructure in Malaysia including the mega-

airport in Sepang and the new port at Port Klang, it is recommended for Malaysia to
become the prefened transportation hub for the ASEAN TEN.

The advantage of becoming a transportation hub would be the business of handling and

distributing transhipment freight. The country's rapid move in implementing a Multimedia
in all aspects of its operation will enhance the competitiveness of the transportation sector.

4.9 Recommendation 9: Nationat Information Tedrnologr Programme

Under this recommendation, Malaysia is to establish a Uigital' trucking concept which
would incorporate the latest technology available especially in the new'Multi-media Super
Corridor (MSC)'. It will also include the establishment of a national database on the
trucking industry and to promote the application of IT in the trucking industry such as ITS
among the operators.

2t9
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5.0 CONCLUSION

If we can achieve all that is set out in this report, Malaysia will have a road haulage

indusrry that will be globally-competitive and widely acknowledged as its electronics and

car manufacturing industrY.

But the Government cannot do this alone. We will have to work together among the

public and private sectors which share the objective of developing the road haulage

indortry. More importantly, we will need the cooperation, understanding and support of
the people.

For our road haulage industry to be in the desired position, we need to be very structured

in our thoughts from the beginning, and concerted in our overall efforts.

The national road haulage framework will provide a focus and the direction that every

player should follow to achieve the national objective. Following that, the road haulage

industry structure will consolidate and optimise the use of our limited resources and

strengthened the current players.
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